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PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARIS

My photographic safaris are not only meant for you to fly back home with ordinary 
pictures, they are designed to capture unforgettable moments.

 Whether a professional or an amateur photographer, I will help you improve your 
technique. I will advise you on how to take advantage of the best light, foresee animal 
behaviour; so that you do not miss any opportunity to capture an extraordinary moment.

Between safaris, I will carry out workshops to explore the capabilities of the camera and 
process the material photographed.

Make sure you bring extra, fully charged batteries and a backpack full of memory cards, 
on our end we will ensure your safari is an unforgettable experience.

Groups and places are limited, so make sure to book early!



MASAI MARA

Maasai Mara, also sometimes spelled Masai Mara and locally known simply as The Mara, 
is a large national game reserve in Narok, Kenya, contiguous with the Serengeti National 
Park in Tanzania. It is named in honor of the Maasai people, the ancestral inhabitants of 
the area, who migrated to the area from the Nile Basin.

Masai Mara is one of the most famous and important wildlife conservation and wilderness 
areas in Africa, world-renowned for its exceptional populations of lion, African leopard, 
cheetah and African bush elephant. It also hosts the Great Migration, which secured it as 
one of the Seven Natural Wonders of Africa, and as one of the ten Wonders of the World.



OLTEPESI TENTED SAFARI CAMP

New and private safari tents made of solid canvas with a floor. The safari tents are like 
"hotel rooms on the savannah". In the tents, there are two or three double beds (width is 
about 140-150cm) with mosquito net. The tents are furnished with a small table and 
chairs and have ensuite bathroom including shower with hot and cold water, washbasin 
and flush toilet. Bedding and towels are included (shampoo and other toiletries you 
bring). There is solar power light in the tents, and the charging of cellphones is possible. 
Laundry service is available.

In the camp, there is a bonfire surrounded by chairs where you can relax with something 
cold to drink before dinner. Both bottled water, soft drinks, and beer will be offered in the 
camp in the evenings. (Alcohol is extra.)

You can charge cameras, laptop, mobile etc. in both the restaurant tent in the camp and 
the car. Your safari vehicle always parks in the camp, so there are no longer walking 
distances.



THE GAME DRIVES

FULL-DAY SAFARIS IN THE BEST LIGHT
All game drives will be in the Maasai Mara National Reserve. Usually, and if you like, it will 
be full-day safaris, so we maximize the time spent out shooting. This also gives 
possibilities to be out before sunrise until after sunset, photographing in the very best 
light. It will also be possible to photograph using a flash, a torch or the car light as a 
source of light.

PHOTOGRAPHING FROM THE GROUND
In many situations, it will also be possible to photograph from outside the car on foot / 
from the ground, and we will do this whenever we can when it is safe for both the guests 
and the wildlife.

THE GUIDING
The guides understand what it means to deal with demanding wildlife photographers, 
and always work hard to give you the best opportunities. They have exceptional skills in 
finding the animals, reading what will happen and positioning the vehicle optimally for 
photography.



THE CAR

The car is open-sided without glass windows. Instead, it has canvas windows with very 
low frames. The canvas is always rolled up (only taken down when there is heavy rain). 
Having no windows but big open sides without vertical window frames are very 
convenient for photography, including panning, action photography, etc.

The cars have pop-up roofs which can be opened and closed by the guests. Usually, it is 
open all the time. There is one big opening so you can quickly move and change position 
forward and backwards in the car while you are photographing. Photographing from the 
roof, for instance, birds, a leopard in a tree or a cheetah hunting, is very convenient, and 
also the pop-up roof will give you protection from the sun. You can even photograph from 
the roof using a tripod, monopod or beanbag. Beanbags are provided in the car, but you 
can also bring your own and get them filled up in the camp.



DETAILS

DATES: NOVEMBER 19th - 28th / 2023
DURATION: 10 days
MIN. - MAX.: 4 Photographers
PHOTOGRAPHERS / CAR: Only 2 
PLACE: Masai Mara / Kenya
PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE: Gabi Guiard (www.gabiguiard.com)
ACOMODATION: Oltepesi Tented Safari Camp
INFO: gaguiard@gmail.com

PRICE: US$ 6,500 / Shared room
Rates only for 2023

SINGLE SUPPLEMENT: US$ 630

INCLUDED
- Transfers between Mara Olkiombo Airstrip and the camp
- Accommodation in a safari tent with ensuite bathroom
- Food and drinks, full board (alcohol is extra)
- Private safari vehicle specially modified for photography for your exclusive group
- Professional and highly skilled Maasai guide
- Reserve fee for Maasai Mara National Reserve
- Off road permit

NOT INCLUDED
- International flight to Nairobi and domestic flight to Mara Olkiombo Airstrip
- Taxi/transfer in/from Nairobi (can be arranged, ref text below)

- Kenya visa ($50 +/-)
- Hotel in Nairobi (if needed)
- Travel insurance and cancellation insurance. (Required)
- PCR or ANTIGEN tests if necessary

- Any costs of personal matters, tips and gratuities and other expenses not specified
  as included
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION

MEETING THE GROUP
As the group is usually made up of photographers of different nationalities, I usually meet 
them in the waiting room of the Wilson Nairobi Airport to do the last part of the trip 
together. In case is a closed group and we all fly from Spain, we can meet during the 
previous flights or even coordinate them to make the trip together.

FLIGHTS AND HOTEL
Hotels and international flight to Jomo Kenyatta International Airport in Nairobi, and 
domestic flight from Nairobi Wilson Airport to Mara Olkiombo Airstrip in Maasai Mara, and 
back, you book and arrange yourself.

FLIGHT SCHEDULE WITH OR WITHOUT THE NEED OF A HOTEL, SOME 
SUGGESTIONS
Many airlines are flying to Nairobi. Emirates and KLM are one of them, and they usually 
have reasonable prices. If you go with KLM's (www.klm.com) evening flight from 
Schiphol/Amsterdam, you will arrive at Jomo Kenyatta International Airport in the early 
morning (approximately 06.30). Then no hotel will be needed. You can go straight from 
Jomo Kenyatta International Airport to Nairobi Wilson Airport with a taxi (about 45 
minutes depending on traffic). If you book with Safarilink (www.flysafarilink.com) they 
have their first flight from Nairobi Wilson Airport to Mara Olkiombo Airstrip at 10.00 in the 
morning. Then you will arrive at Mara Olkiombo Airstrip around 11.00. There you will be 
picked up by Oltepesi's guide. This is very time efficient.
Suppose you would like to have an overnight stay in Nairobi before going to Maasai Mara 
with the flight at 10:00 in the morning. In that case, you can take the flight from 
Amsterdam with a departure in the middle of the day arriving in Nairobi around 22:00. 
Then you grab a taxi to a hotel and go to Wilson Airport the next morning. A nice hotel is 
Ole Sereni Hotel (www.hotels.com / www.ole-sereni.com) or Weston Hotel which is 
also good but cheaper (www.hotels.com / www.westonhotel.com/). They are both 
close to Wilson Airport. It takes roughly 45 minutes with a taxi from Jomo Kenyatta 
International Airport to the hotels, and it takes about 10-15 min from the hotels to Wilson 
Airport (depending on traffic).

After the safari, you can go with Safarilink from Mara Olkiombo Airstrip at about 15.30. 
Then you will arrive at Nairobi Wilson Airport around 16.30. Then you go by taxi to Jomo 
Kenyatta International Airport. The flight to Schiphol/Amsterdam is around 23.00.



EXTRA LUGGAGE ON THE DOMESTIC FLIGHT TO MAASAI MARA; FREIGHT 
SEAT
Regarding the flights from Wilson Nairobi Airport to Mara Olkiombo Airstrip, no matter 
which airline, there is a limit of 15kg luggage per passenger, including the hand luggage. 
If passengers have any significant excess of luggage, it is recommended that they book 
a "freight seat" of 75kg. The price for this is the same as the adult seat; about 380 USD. 
At Safarilink you can book your freight seat(s) at www.flysafarilink.com by booking an 
extra passenger, an adult, and you write "Freight Seat Seventy- Five Kilos" as the name 
of the passenger and age 20. If you are travelling together with others, you can also share 
the Freight seat if you like. Then the airport staff will weigh all your luggage together. You 
can buy several Freight seats. The 15kg each passenger have initially, of course, is 
additional to the freight seat. At Safarilink there is also a separate option to order 10, 20 
and 30 kg extra respectively.

PS:
If the luggage is over the weight limit only with for instance 4-5 kilos, one can pay extra 
for this at the counter, ref https://www.flysafarilink.com/Travel-information/faqs. The 
price is about 4 USD per kilo. However, If you know you will have a significant excess of 
luggage you should buy it together with the ticket (because it is limited luggage capacity 
in the aircraft).

For further questions, you can contact Safarilink Reservation at res@flysafarilink.com.



GOING BY ROAD FROM NAIROBI TO MAASAI MARA (INSTEAD OF FLYING)
We recommend flying from Nairobi Wilson Airport with Safarilink to Mara Olkiombo 
Airstrip. Ref the info above. It's comfortable to fly and it takes only one hour, and we will 
pick you up at the airstrip with a 4WD Landcruiser. From the airstrip to the camp it takes 
about one hour with safari en-route.
But, if you like to go by road from Nairobi to Maasai Mara, that’s also possible. If you are 
a big group it will be cheaper.
We do not offer transfer from Nairobi, but you can book with one of the transfer 
companies like https://nairobishuttle.com/. We do not profit or responsibility related to 
transfer from Nairobi to Maasai Mara; we only pass on this information.
In that case, you book the transfer from Jomo Kenyatta International Airport (or your hotel 
in Nairobi) to a small town named Aitong (located north of Oltepesi). The distance 
Nairobi-Aitong is 245km (the roads can be bad). The drive takes about 5 hours 
(depending on the traffic in Nairobi).
We recommend starting early from Nairobi. This way, you will also have an afternoon 
game drive with us. So if you go from Nairobi at for instance 7 AM you should be in Aitong 
around 12 AM. Then your guide from Oltepesi Tented Safari Camp will be there meeting 
you with a 4WD Landcruiser. From Aitong we go off-road to Oltepesi. It takes one hour. 
Then you arrive in the camp for lunch at around 2 PM.
Your guide will, of course, also drive you back to Aitong for your transfer back (or to Mara 
Olkiombo Airstrip if you like to fly back to Nairobi Wilson Airport). The transfer to/from 
Aitong (and/or Mara Olkiombo Airstrip) is included in the price.

TAXI IN NAIROBI (SOFT LANDING)
We do not have profit or responsibility related to transfers in Nairobi; we only pass on this 
information:
Taxi can be arranged with a trustworthy taxi driver I know in Nairobi, named Steve Kabiru. 
He will have a sign with your name and wait for you in the arrival area at Jomo Kenyatta 
International Airport. Steve speaks English and is very friendly and helpful. He will drive 
you to the domestic airport, or if you choose to have an overnight stay in Nairobi, he will 
drive you to the hotel and pick you up and drive you to Nairobi Wilson Airport the 
following morning. When you come back from Maasai Mara, Steve will wait for you at 
Nairobi Wilson Airport and take you to the international airport. If you would like to have 
dinner on the way to the international airport (you usually will have sufficient time if you go 
home with the night flight from Nairobi) he can drive you to the restaurant and wait for you 
in the car while you are dining so that your luggage is safe. A popular restaurant in Nairobi 
is The Carnivore. The taxi takes four clients (3 if a lot of baggage) and the price for all the 
driving is 120 USD. You pay in cash to Steve when you are going home. Some extra tip 
is very praiseworthy. Steve's cell phone number is +254722599252. Send Steve a text 
message a couple of weeks before your departure with info about your flight number, 
arrival date and time, etc., and he will confirm. Also send him a message the day before 
your departure just to double-check everything is ok. This way you will have a soft landing 
in Nairobi and Steve will transport you safe and sound.



VISA
NB: Kenyan entry visas are exclusively issued electronically, with passengers 
required to obtain their e-visas before departure. It is NOT possible to apply for 
a Visa at arrival.

We recommend you apply for a Visa at Kenya's o�cial site: 
https://immigration.ecitizen.go.ke. Your passport must be valid for at least six months 
after your last day of travel. The fee is about 53 USD for a single entry Visa (tourist Visa). It 
usually takes 3-5 days to get an approved Visa.
When applying for the Visa and they ask for names and address of hotels/places to be visited 
in Kenya, this information can be given: Oltepesi Tented Safari Camp, att. John Siololo, cell 
254711612961, e-mail siololojohn@gmail.com, Oltepesi Village, Mara North Conservancy, 
Maasai Mara. When they ask for hotel reservation information, you can use the �rst page of 
the Booking Form. Reason for travel should be Tourism.

Make sure you have this ready before you start the application process:
 1. A photo of your face with a clear background in color (JPG, max 293 kb)
 2. A photo of your Passport Front Cover (JPG, max 293 kb)
 3. A photo of your Passport Bio-Data Page (JPG, max 293 kb)
 4. A photo of the �rst page of the Oltepesi Booking Form (JPG, max 293 kb)
 5. If you have previous trips to Kenya in the last 12 months, you also need the arrival  
     date and the eVISA number for that trip

Check the website for update and detailed information (this may be subject to change).

VACCINES
Check with your local health clinic regarding any personal vaccines you may need. Yellow 
Fever vaccines and Malaria medicine is required.

TRAVEL AND HEALTH CARE INSURANCE
Make sure you have su�cient travel and health care insurance, and that you bring your 
travel and health care insurance card with you.

CURRENCY
The Kenyan Shilling (KES) is the currency of Kenya. 1,000 KES = about 10 USD. In Nairobi 
hotels and restaurants accepts VisaCard and MasterCard. There are ATMs at the arrival at 
Kenyatta International Airport and around in Nairobi.

CLOTHING
Regarding clothes in general beige, khaki or brown safari clothes in cotton is recommended. 
Also, bring a warm jacket and a raincoat / Gore-Tex jacket. You can use sneakers or safari 
shoes. A warm wool shirt, bu� and wool socks for cold mornings are good to have. 
Remember to bring a sunhat/caps and sunglasses.



MOSQUITO REPELLENT AND SUNSCREEN
All though mosquitos are not a big problem, bring mosquito repellent. Also, bring 
sunscreen.

HEADLIGHT
In the early mornings and late afternoons it is dark, so bring your headlamp.

CHARGING
Charging camera batteries, phones, laptops, etc., can be done in the camp. There is a 
charging station for this in the dining tent. UK Standard. There are also Norwegian adapters 
there. Anyway, remember to bring your own power plug travel adapter(s), for use at 
airports, etc. The vehicle is equipped with 230-volt outlets, UK standard. There are four-six 
outlets in the car. There is solar power light in the tents, and the charging of cellphones is 
possible.

INTERNET AND MOBILE NETWORK
WiFi is provided in the camp and usually working well. It is not a high-speed connection but 
works �ne for browsing Internet pages, e-mailing, etc. We can't guarantee the Internet 
connection in the camp since the providers in East Africa, in general, are not as reliable as in 
the western world. Still, we do our best it should be working �ne, and you can look upon it 
as an extra service. The Internet can also be accessed via mobile phone (roaming). The 
mobile network usually is good in the camp area and most other places in Mara as well (not 
everywhere though). In Nairobi, there are many Internet cafés, and WiFi is usually provided 
at all hotels.

TIPPING
Tipping should be according to satisfaction. When I get the "how much" question, I always 
answer in general. A general rule of thumb on safari is to tip your guide 15 USD per person 
per day. The tip is given at the end of the safari, not daily. Also, the camp sta� (housekeepers 
and the chef ) are usually tipped. Most safari lodges and camps have a communal tip box for 
this in the dining tent. 10 USD per person per day is a reasonable tip for the rest of the sta�. 
But again: Tipping should be according to satisfaction. If you are not happy, you tip low. If 
you are pleased, you tip well. It is up to you.



MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
Before you go, make sure you have su�cient travel and health care insurance. Also, 
remember to bring your health care insurance card. If you should happen to you get sick, 
there are two clinics in Mara: Olare Orok Clinic and Koyiaki Community Clinic. Olare Orok 
Clinic is located a ten-minute drive from Oltepesi Tented Safari Camp, while Koyiaki 
Community Clinic is located in Talek town approximately a 45-minute drive from the camp. 
Doctor in charge and supervisor is Dr Jackson Njapit, +254 721 922 700. Of course, the 
guides and sta� at Oltepesi Tented Safari Camp will call the doctor for you. The doctor will 
come to the camp, or we will drive you to the clinic. Suppose you need to go to a hospital in 
Nairobi. In that case, there are two airlines (Safarilink and Airkenya) having daily �ights two 
times a day (around 11.00 and 15.30) from Mara Olkiombo to Nairobi. It takes about 45 
minutes to drive from the camp to Mara Olkiombo Airstrip and one hour to �y to Nairobi. 
Also, Dr Jackson Njapit can arrange for Flying Doctors (make sure your travel insurance 
covers this). In Nairobi, there are many private hospitals, like Nairobi Hospital, which is 
considered one of Kenya's best hospitals. A list of private hospitals in Nairobi can be found 
at Kenyapharmatech's website: http://kenyapharmtech.com/list-private-hospitals-nairobi/. 
A �rst-aid kit is provided in the dining tent in the camp.


